Intrado Early Patent Disclosure Notice


The official Intrado early patent disclosure notice and associated general disclaimer is shown below for ATIS reference.

Intrado holds an issued U.S. Patent (Number: 7123693) with claims that cover development work completed by ATIS ESIF Task Force 34; and more specifically related to Trial Use ESMI Standard (ATIS-0500002). Therefore, should any ATIS standards, ATIS deliverables or American National Standard (ANS) require the use of the U.S. patent listed above, Intrado will make this U.S. patent available per guidelines described in the ATIS operating procedures for patent policy.

As part of this general statement, Intrado holds a U.S. patent which appears to be required for compliance with the Trial Use ESMI Standard. As a result, Intrado provides the assurance that a royalty-free license will be made available to applicants for implementing public safety systems and services and licenses will be made available to all other applicants for implementing non-public safety systems and services under reasonable terms and conditions free of any unfair discrimination.